
Course Experience Survey

Course: SENG 265 Section: A01 Instructor: DANIEL GERMAN
Dept/Faculty: Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Enrolment: 29 Rate of Response: 79.3%

I Instructor's Teaching ‐ Students' Ratings on the Following Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1=Very Poor 2=Poor 3=Adequate 4=Good 5=Excellent Resp. Mean SD Median
1. The instructor was prepared for course sessions. 0% 0% 13% 39% 48% 23 4.35 0.71 4.0
2. The instructor's explanations of concepts were clear. 0% 13% 4% 43% 39% 23 4.09 1.00 4.0
3. The instructor motivated you to learn in this course. 4% 4% 4% 39% 48% 23 4.22 1.04 4.0
4. Instructor was available to answer questions or provide assistance. 0% 0% 9% 48% 43% 23 4.35 0.65 4.0
5. Instr. ensured that assign./tests were returned within reasonable time. 0% 4% 22% 48% 26% 23 3.96 0.82 4.0
6. Instr. was helpful in providing feedback to improve learning in course. 0% 4% 9% 57% 30% 23 4.13 0.76 4.0
7. The instructor demonstrated respect for students and their ideas. 0% 0% 13% 26% 61% 23 4.48 0.73 5.0
8. Overall, the instructor was effective in this course. 4% 4% 4% 26% 61% 23 4.35 1.07 5.0
II Course Design ‐ Students' Ratings on the Following Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1=Very Poor 2=Poor 3=Adequate 4=Good 5=Excellent Resp. Mean SD Median
9. The course structure, goals and requirements were clear. 0% 9% 17% 61% 13% 23 3.78 0.80 4.0
10. The materials provided for learning the course content were clear. 4% 4% 30% 26% 35% 23 3.83 1.11 4.0
11. The assigned work helped your understanding of the course content. 0% 0% 13% 39% 48% 23 4.35 0.71 4.0
12. Course provided opportunities to engage with the course material. 0% 4% 9% 43% 43% 23 4.26 0.81 4.0
13. The methods of assessment used to evaluate your learning were fair. 0% 9% 0% 57% 35% 23 4.17 0.83 4.0
14. The course provided relevant skills and information. 0% 0% 13% 39% 48% 23 4.35 0.71 4.0
15. Overall, the course offered an effective learning experience. 0% 4% 9% 48% 39% 23 4.22 0.80 4.0

University of Victoria

Survey Summary Results: Summer 2010

III Statements About The Students:
16. My primary reason for taking the course:

Interest Program 
Requirement

Reputation of 
Instructor

Reputation of 
Course

Timetable 
Fit

Number: 1 22 0 0 0

17. The approximate number of classes or labs that I did not attend:
< 3 3 ‐ 10 11 ‐ 20 >20 n/a

Number: 16 5 0 0 2

18. Relative to other courses I have taken at UVic, the workload in this course was:
Extremely 
Heavy

Somewhat Heavy Average Somewhat 
Light

Extremely 
Light

Number: 1 11 8 2 0

19. The approximate number of hours per week I spent studying for this course outside of class time:
< 1 1 <= 2 2 <= 5 5 <= 8 8 <= 10 > 10

Number: 2 8 6 6 0 1

20. As a result of my experience in this course, my interest in the material:
Decreased Stayed the same Increased

Number: 2 8 13

IV Additional Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1 2 3 4 5 Resp.
21. 0% 0% 4% 30% 65% 23
22. 9% 4% 13% 26% 48% 23
23. 0% 9% 13% 17% 61% 23
24. 0% 0% 0% 50% 50% 4
25. 0% 0% 40% 40% 20% 5

Learning and Teaching Centre
August 27, 2010



Course Experience Survey

Dept/Faculty: Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

I Instructor's Teaching ‐ Students' Ratings on the Following Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1=Very Poor 2=Poor 3=Adequate 4=Good 5=Excellent Resp. Mean SD Median
1. The instructor was prepared for course sessions. 1% 2% 18% 45% 35% 326 4.11 0.81 4.0
2. The instructor's explanations of concepts were clear. 8% 14% 29% 31% 19% 325 3.38 1.17 3.0
3. The instructor motivated you to learn in this course. 11% 15% 28% 27% 18% 324 3.26 1.24 3.0
4. Instructor was available to answer questions or provide assistance. 2% 4% 20% 37% 36% 315 4.01 0.96 4.0
5. Instr. ensured that assign./tests were returned within reasonable time. 4% 8% 22% 35% 31% 323 3.81 1.09 4.0
6. Instr. was helpful in providing feedback to improve learning in course. 7% 10% 28% 33% 22% 323 3.54 1.14 4.0
7. The instructor demonstrated respect for students and their ideas. 1% 6% 16% 36% 41% 322 4.12 0.92 4.0
8. Overall, the instructor was effective in this course. 5% 12% 26% 31% 26% 323 3.61 1.14 4.0
II Course Design ‐ Students' Ratings on the Following Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1=Very Poor 2=Poor 3=Adequate 4=Good 5=Excellent Resp. Mean SD Median
9. The course structure, goals and requirements were clear. 13% 19% 23% 30% 15% 326 3.16 1.26 3.0
10. The materials provided for learning the course content were clear. 11% 18% 31% 23% 17% 325 3.16 1.22 3.0
11. The assigned work helped your understanding of the course content. 6% 11% 30% 30% 23% 318 3.51 1.14 4.0
12. Course provided opportunities to engage with the course material. 3% 8% 25% 31% 33% 319 3.84 1.05 4.0
13. The methods of assessment used to evaluate your learning were fair. 6% 10% 26% 38% 20% 324 3.57 1.10 4.0
14. The course provided relevant skills and information. 6% 14% 23% 31% 26% 325 3.58 1.17 4.0
15. Overall, the course offered an effective learning experience. 6% 15% 26% 33% 20% 323 3.45 1.15 4.0

University of Victoria

Survey Summary Results: Summer 2010

III Statements About The Students:
16. My primary reason for taking the course:

Interest Program 
Requirement

Reputation of 
Instructor

Reputation of 
Course

Timetable 
Fit

Number: 38 266 5 4 7

17. The approximate number of classes or labs that I did not attend:
< 3 3 ‐ 10 11 ‐ 20 >20 n/a

Number: 211 74 7 3 29

18. Relative to other courses I have taken at UVic, the workload in this course was:
Extremely 
Heavy

Somewhat Heavy Average Somewhat 
Light

Extremely 
Light

Number: 18 79 158 61 6

19. The approximate number of hours per week I spent studying for this course outside of class time:
< 1 1 <= 2 2 <= 5 5 <= 8 8 <= 10 > 10

Number: 51 111 90 44 11 13

20. As a result of my experience in this course, my interest in the material:
Decreased Stayed the same Increased

Number: 77 154 91

IV Additional Statements:
Statement % Response to Scale Ratings Total # of

1 2 3 4 5 Resp.
21. 1% 5% 22% 32% 41% 318
22. 5% 11% 24% 33% 27% 311
23. 14% 15% 28% 20% 23% 153
24. 15% 14% 30% 26% 16% 74
25. 8% 12% 24% 28% 28% 250

Learning and Teaching Centre
August 27, 2010



SENG 265 A01 
D GERMAN 
SUMMER  2010 
 
 
What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in 
this course?   
 

 Very passionate about the subject.  Engaging and knowlegable.  
 Helped to explain the theory and concepts behind the language very well.  

Other courses I have taken assume you know concepts and expect you to 
learn theory on your own. 

 I appreciated the focus on trying to make us think about proper methods 
to approach, design and write a program to make things easier in the long 
term. 

 Use of Blackboard/tablet.  Interactive classes.  Shows that the instructor 
cares about students/course. 

 Enthusiasm for the subject material.  Engaging ideas & personality.  
Hands-on approach (even for things like memory allocation & pointers in 
C).  Good pace & use of slides/blackboard. 

 The instructor was very enthusiastic and has very good indepth 
knowledge of industry practices and methods that make an effective 
programmer and software developer. 

 
 
Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have 
helped you learn more effectively. 
 

 The material covered in class was really brief and abstract.  They didn’t 
really help do the assignments or labs. 

 Please organize your notes and try to present examples more clearly. 
 Explain things in details, instead of assuming people know the concepts.  

The level of each student is different. 
 He sometimes would write something on the board and immediately erase 

it.  Should slow down.  Should spend more time explaining the trickier 
elements of our assignments. 
 

 
What are the main strengths of this course? 
 

 Covers different aspects of software engineering, both abstract & 
concrete. 

 Beginning foundations in some major aspects of the industry.   
eg. Programming & scripting languages, CVN, make, etc. 

 



Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be 
improved. 
 

 Put together a better textbook with useful examples of CODE. 
 First lab was too large with very little experience. 
 Too much stuff was covered in a short period of time, reduce the load. 
 I got totally lost on GDB & couldn’t figure out how to use it well.  Better 

intro? 
 Would like to have become more proficient and aware of more modules 

and how to use them in the standard libraries. 
 
 
 

 
-  I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments.  –5  responses 



WUniversity Course Experience Survey Comments 
of Victoria 

Course: S~-N (;- ? (; ':; Section: A0 \ Instructor: 0, 0- PI ,,-1""'...-.. 
(eg. COM 205) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous - no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X' in boxes, ifapplicable
o I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 
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What are the main strengths of this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 
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,10 O;fI'>1~L(r( ~ ~./01 Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank youJor your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16, 2008 



ttl University Course Experience Survey Comnlents 
of Victoria 

Section: Ao t Instructor: D. G:I.<:rffiO." 
(eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instnictors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous - no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X' in boxes, ifapplicable
o I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

• ReeCl'~s Q vcrfel-y 0.(:' +e.c.tv, t~~s/-Iools 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16, 2008 



tB University Course Experience Survey Conlnlents 
of Victoria 

Course: S£.kl. C'"\ Zfe;c:; Section: AD ( Instructor: C':1 <.--r t'I1 o....V\ 
(eg. COM 205) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous - no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X' in boxes, ifapplicable 


(xl I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

at ~ MOv~rI oj 


Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

-~ W\~ \[Q~ e~ \u~;0) -\-oo\?J 1~:J~ ",-k.J 

y--n-eJ'-Oc\ cona-f~ 
Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date of last revision: June 16,2008 



WUniversity Course Experience Survey Comments 
of Victoria 

Course: 512 NG :to!J Sectiou: e.1- Instructor: PG\.r>.j e J ~_ t.~/'~
CV)(eg. COM 205) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X'in boxes, ifapplicable 
o I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 
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Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 
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Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date of last revision: June 16, 2008 
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WUniversity Course Experience Survey Comments 
of Victoria 

Course: Se f\)~ US Section: Instructor: Dant~ G[c£()I\CAVl 
(eg. COM 205) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous - no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X' in boxes, ifapplicable
o I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

•Dan\e:J. UJO,.S M6tl\10.*" V'"\ tJ I ho.d ftJV'\ Q."V'l d. Lvt+e1a. c..~[ ve \eGW reI:. . 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

'hQV\cLiA9 ~SSl~V\~t" ~o..cJ< g:x:'>l/v0r/~(6\J\'d\'rI1q O'vt.C~ 

~toCtclc: 6V\~lt, 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

, Co "ex~ ct (6+-~ (VI. tA.-+e..r·i 0.1 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16, 2008 



Course Experience Survey Comnlents 


Section: tvJ1 Instructor: l2 ~Course: 5= %~ 
(eg. co 05) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X" in boxes, ifapplicable


r2l I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

(i(jf/fkfllll/It KfJtib'~J?fe; tI/lJ fpttK fJe Omr;' It; cxpitll1 

{dtefit/ly 4nd frilly, 


Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths ofthis course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back ofthe page witb further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16, 2008 



, itB University
of Victoria 

Course Experience Survey Conlnlents 


Course: Sevt~ 210 S- Section: At) l Instructor: D:.l.41.le..-\ M , ~ . 
(eg. CO 05) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous - no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X' in boxes, ifapplicable 
o I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

~\\uv-€J~ -\:0 -l~ fi (bve. OV\I\d vV\der:s-tClVV'd ~eo..Slev cJJ"'- C e,.vw\YoV\W'(!/l'l -{ . 
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Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date of last revision: June 16, 2008 

http:D:.l.41.le


iijJ University 
of Victoria 

Course Experience Survey Conlnlents 


Course: 5E"&i 2' f Section: A- 0 ( Instru ctor: ----'-'--"--"""-''---'--'-''--'--__ 
(eg. co 205) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X'in boxes, ifapplicable 


(~) I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date of last revision: June 16, 2008 



(eg. F02) 

ifl1 University Course Experience Survey Conlnlents 
of Victoria 

Course: S E~ Q.(! ~ Section:~~~____________ _ Instructor: ~be r l'-1 c.. ..... 

(eg. co 05) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades are finalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X'in boxes, ifapplicable 


(Xl I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

Q~;j '" r~ /; ik ~1~ ~, 
~ J hir' ~ >"'J ~ ~ fw- w. 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

tJ1~ 

Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16,2008 



ijJ University Course Experience Survey Comments 
of Victoria 

Course: S~7i9 26£) Section: --'LA-'-O""--'-l______ Instructor: D. Ge.e mOil) 
(eg. co 05) (eg. F02) 

Comments will be made available to the instructors, after grades areJinalized, to assist the instructor in improving instruction and 

the course. Your comments are intended to be anonymous no personal identification is necessary. 


Wherever possible, please use specific examples or suggestions. 


Please enter 'X'in boxes, ifapplicable 


~ I was satisfied with this course and have no detailed comments. 

o Please type my comments before they are given to the course instructor. 

What strengths did this instructor demonstrate that helped you to learn in this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how the instructor could have helped you learn more effectively. 

What are the main strengths of this course? 

Please provide specific suggestions as to how this course could be improved. 

r<')ofe 0 n ·ho\.....J 
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Continue on the back of the page with further comments 
Thank you for your comments! 

Date oflast revision: June 16,2008 
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